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ABSTRACT 
For a real x > 1 we denote by $[x] the set of squarefull integers n _< x, that is, the set of positive in- 
tegers n _< such that gZln for any prime divisor gin. We estimate xponential sums of the form 
Ta(m,x) = Z exp(27riatg"/m), 
,cs[x] 
where ~ is a fixed integer with gcd(d, m) = 1, and apply them to studying the distribution of the 
powers 0", n E Six], in the residue ring modulo m >_ 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We denote by $ the set of squarefull numbers, that is, the set of positive 
integers n such that gZln for any prime divisor gi n. Accordingly, for a real 
x_> 1 we denote by S[x] the set of n E S with n _< x. 
For an integer m _> 1 we denote by ~m the residue ring modulo m and by 7/~ 
the group of units of this ring, that is the collection of residue classes which are 
relatively prime to m. 
Let 0 E 77 m be of multiplicative order t _> 1. There is a rather long history of 
studying the character sums with, and the distribution of, the values of ex- 
ponential function O', 1 <n <x,  in finite fields and residue rings, 
see [10,1 1,12,14,15] for several results in this direction together with their nu- 
merous applications. Recently several results about the distribution of ex- 
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ponential functions in residue rings have been obtained in the case where the 
exponent n runs through a certain set defined by some arithmetic onditions. 
For example, this set could be 
• the set of primes or squarefree integers, see [1], 
• the set of squares or higher powers, see [4,5], 
• a cyclic subgroup of 77t, see [4,5,6], 
• the set of products of elements from two arbitrary (sufficiently dense) 
subsets of 77, see [7], 
• the set of integers having a prescribed sum of g-ary digits for a certain 
g _ 2, see [2,8], 
and several others. Typically such sets are rather sparse and much harder to 
handle than continuous intervals 1 < n < x. 
In this paper we provide further developments in this direction and study the 
uniformity of distribution of the powers 0 n, n E Six], in 7/m. Certainly our main 
tools are new bounds of exponential sums with elements of the above sequence. 
For an integer n >_ 1 we put 
em(Z) ---- exp(27riz/m), 
and define exponential sums of the form 
Ta(m,x) = Z (aOn)' a E ~-m. 
ncS[x] 
We obtain a nontrivial upper bound on these sums, provided t is large enough 
and apply it to show that, under the same conditions, the powers 0 n, n E Six] 
are uniformly distributed modulo m. 
The above results is based on upper bounds of the exponential sums with ,~ n2 
which follows from some recent results has been obtained [4] for m = p prime 
and in [5] for arbitrary m. 
It is useful to keep in mind that Six] is rather sparse set of cardinality 
(1) 4(2/3) xl/2 _}_ O(xl/3) #Six] -  4(2) 
where 4(s) is the Riemann zeta function, see [16] for a much more precise result. 
Throughout the paper the implied constants in symbols 'O' and '<<' may oc- 
casionally, where obvious, depend on the small positive parameter e and are 
absolute otherwise (we recall that A << B is equivalent to A = O(B)). 
2. PREPARATIONS 
For an integer k _> 1, #(k) denotes the M6bius function. We recall that 
#(1) = 1, #(k) = 0 if k _> 2 is not square-free and #(k) = ( -1)  ~°(k) otherwise, 
where co(k) denotes the number of prime divisors of k. 
We need an explicit formula for the characteristic function 
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1, if n E S; 
x(n) = 0, otherwise; 
of the set ,3, which, for example, can be found in [16]. 
Lemma 1. We have 
= 
U 2 1 ~6 W 3 =71 
where the summation is extended over all representations u2v6w 3 = n with positive 
integers u, v, w. 
We now formulate the upper bounds on exponential sums with A w2, which fol- 
lows from [4,5]. 
Lemma 2. Let A c lgm be of multiplicative order T modulo m. Then, for any fixed 
c > O, we have, 
• foraprimem =p, 
max ~ ep(aA w2) << xT-1/4pl/8+~ + T; 
gcd(a,p)=l l<w<x 
• for any m andanypositive divisor D of m, 
max ~-" em(aAW2] << xD1/ST 11/32m5/16+~ + T. 
gcd(a,m)=D l~-ww<x \ /  
Proof. Write x = sT + y where 0 _< y < T. Then 
T 
Z era(aAu2) =S~em(aA"2) + ~ em(aA"2)" 
i <u<x u= 1 1 <u<y 
Trivially, 
(2) j<_~<_yem(aA u2) < ~ l<_y<_T. 
l<_u<_y 
For a prime m = p, by Theorem 6 of [4] we have 
(3) max ~ep(a)~ u2) ~T3/4p  I/8+E 
gcd(a~p)=l u=l 
which implies the first bound. 
For an arbitrary m, the bound 
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r . . 
(4) max ~-~emlaAU2 ) <<D1/ST21/32m 5/16+~ 
gcd(a,m)=D 
can be derived from Theorem 15 of [5] exactly the same way as Theorem 6 of [4] 
is derived from Lemma 4 of  [4] and the bound O(T 1+~) on the number of  solu- 
tions of the congruence 
1./2 ~_ W 2 (rood T), 1 < u, w <__ T, 
see also the bound (6) in [4]. This finishes the proof. []  
Finally, we recall that the number of distinct positive divisors ~-(k) of an integer 
k _> 1 satisfies 
(5) ~-(k) = k °(1), 
see Theorem 317 of [9]. 
3. RESULTS 
Theorem 3. For any fixed e > O, we have, 
• for a prime m = p, 
max ITa(p,x)l << #S[X](X-1/6t 1/3 -~- t-1/epl/8)pe; 
gcd(a~v)=l 
• for any m and anypositive divisor D of m, 
max [Ta(m,x)] << #,S[x](x-1/6t 1/3 -k- D1/8t-ll/32m5/16)m e. 
gcd(a,m) =D 
ProoL By Lemma 1 we have 
Ta(m,x) = Z x(n)em(aOn)= Z #(V)em(aOuZv6w3) 
l<n<x u2v6w3~x 
- -  Z Z em(j °w3/" 
I<V<X 1/6 I<W<(X/V)I/3 <U<(X/V6W3) 1/2
By (5) we see that every s has at most O(s ~/3) representations of the form s = 
vZw with positive integers v and w. Therefore 
Ta(m,x) << s ~/3 Z Z em(aZgU2~3) 
l<s<Xl/3 U<(X/s3)l/2 
For each divisor dlt we collect together the terms with the same value of  
gcd(s, t) = d 




Cra(d'm'x)-= ~ ~ em(aOU2S3). 
It is clear that ~ $3 is of multiplicative order 
t 
Ts - -  - -  
gcd(t, s3) ' 
thus t/d 3 <_ Ts <_ t/d. 
If (x/s 3) 1/2 _< t/d, that is, if s >_ (d2x/t 2)1/3, we estimate the inner sum trivially 
as (x/s 3) 1/2. 
For other values of s we apply Lemma 2. Therefore, for a prime m = p, we de- 
rive 
x)l/2 
 a(d,p,x) << Z 
(d2x/12)i/3 <s<xl/3 
gcd(s,t)=d 
+ S l<,<(d2x/t2),/3 ~', \$3, ] \d3 J ~ + . 
gcd(s,t)=d 
Dropping the conditions  _= 0(mod d) and s < x 1/3 from the first sum (which 
does not introduce any additional error in the final result) we get 
1 
aa(d,p,x) << x 1/2 Z $3/2 
s>(d2x/t2) 1/3 
q- d3/4xl/2t-1/4pl/8+e/3 1 t 
l<s<(d2x/t2) 1/3 l<s<(d2x/t2) 1/3 
s=0 (rood d) s~-0 (mod d) 
<< d-1/3 x1/3 t1/3 q- d-3/4x1/2t-1/4pl/8+e/3 -b- d-4/3 xl/3 tl/3 
~ x1/3t 1/3 _]_ xl/2t-1/4pl/8+e/3" 
Now, using (5) and (6) we obtain the first statement of the theorem. 
Similarly, for arbitrary m, we derive 
(dZx/t 2) / ~S(XI/3 
gcd(s,t):d 
-IV Z ( D1/8(X)l/2/ t \-11/32 t)  
l<s<(d2x/t2)l/3 \ \S3J I F )  mS/16+e/3 +-d 
gcd(s,t)=d 
~< X 1/3 tl/3 _]_ D1/8xl/2t -11/32m5/16+e/3 ' 
which concludes the proof. [] 
We recall that the discrepancy D of a sequence of N points (Tj)Ul of the unit 
interval [0, 1], is defined as 
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A(Z) , 
D = sup ~ - IZ l  
where the supremum is taken over the interval Z = [~,/3] c_ [0, 1], IZl =/3 - 
and A (Z) is the number of points of this set which belong to Z. 
We denote by A(m, x) the discrepancy of the sequence of fractional parts 
Theorem 4. For any fixed e > O, 
• for a prime m = p, 
A(m,x) << (x-1/6t 1/3 + t-1/4pl/8)pe; 
• for any m, 
A(m,x) << (x-1/6t 1/3 + t-ll/32mS/16)m e. 
Proof. According to the well-known Erd6s-Turan relation between the dis- 
crepancy and exponential sums, see [3,13], we obtain 
A(m,x) <<1+ 1 aj~_<m 1 
m ~S[x-~--] 1 < I /2-(~ ITa(m'x)l" 
Thus for a prime m = p the result follows immediately from Theorem 3. For 
other values of m we collect together the terms with the same value of 
gcd(a, m) = D, getting by Theorem 3 
1 1 1 
z~(m,x)<<- -+#- -~[x]~ ~ -~llTa(m,x)l 
m D m l<[a[<m/2 
g~d a,m =~ 
1 1 + D1/St_ll/32mS/16"~m~/2 ~ m + Z ~ ~l (X-1/6tl/3 / D m l<]al<m/2 
g~(~,m)=D 
ml Z(x_ l /6t l /3  D1/8t_ll/g2mU16)mc/2bl~< m 1 <<--+ + 
Dim l<J _ /2D DIbl~ ' 
+ . 11,3 m ,m6)m ,  logm <<--+ 
m D[ m 
<< (X-1/6I 1/3 + t-11/a2m5/16)me/2T(m)logm. 
Now using (5) we finish the proof. 
4. REMARKS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
Clearly Theorems 3 and 4 are nontrivial only if for some fixed 6 > 0, we have 
t > pl/2+e for a prime m =p and t > m 1°/11+6, for other values of m. These re- 
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strictions are inherited from the results of [4,5] used in the proof  of Lemma 2 
and seem to be hard to relax without any substantial  improvement of the results 
of [4,51. 
However the above condit ions are not sufficient. For Theorems 3 and 4 to be 
nontr iv ia l  we also need to request hat x _> t 2+~. To relax this inequality, one 
needs to obtain nontr iv ia l  estimates of " incomplete" sums (2) which appear in 
the proof  of Lemma 2. A l though the method of [4,5] does not seem to apply to 
such sums, this may be a little easier than improving the results of [4,5] for 
"complete sums" (3) and (4). 
Finally, one can use similar arguments to study the distr ibut ion of the values 
of exponential  sums with kth powerful exponents. However, we remark, that 
the results of exponential  sums with O w2 are substantial ly stronger than those 
known for higher powers O ~4, for example, see Theorems 6 and 7 of [4]. 
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